
NON-TECHNICAL: 

                                           1)TECHNIZE HUB 

Description: 

 It’s a measure of how fast your understanding the technical topics in the 

given. 

 

                                         2)CHEF DE CUISINE 

Description: 

“Great cooking is about being inspired by simple things around you.”  

Chef de Cuisine is a riveting event of Sproutzi’18 that brings out your inner 

crazy chef. It is a time management cook event for all aficionados of cookery. 

Are you up for the challenge, chef? 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. participants are furnished with all cooking requisites. 

2. Each ingredient is tagged with certain points 

3. Participants are given an ambitious challenge of coming up with a 

delicious recipe, rustled up within given limit points 

 

Spotlights: 

1. 25+ common ingredients 

2. 10+ special ingredients 

3. State of art cuisine tools and utensils 

4. Astonishing cash prizes & rewards for Best Chefs and nomenclaturist 

Note – Online Registration is must. 

 

 

 

 

 



                        3)HUNT MANIA 

Description: 

This HUNT MANIA of Sproutzi 18 takes participants on a cryptic, 

interactive journey into the sprawling campus of Mahindra Engineering College. 

participants face challenges on the treasure trail route that includes brainteasers, 

photo challenges and more. In a nutshell, this Hunt Mania is more intriguing 

version of Treasure Hunt. 

To promote agriculture and to make fun in doing agriculture this game has 

been conducted 

The objective of the game is to make feel everyone like a farmer 

Instructions: 

 Only 3 members per team. 

 Mobile is not allowed 

                       4)BRAIN HACK 

Quiz competition is a pursuit of trivial knowledge, encourage students to 

achieve excellence and increase their awareness of the world around them. 

General rules: 

 Preliminary level: only individual participation is allowed. 

 Questions will be based on Engineering concepts. 

 Electronic gadgets such as mobile phones, tabs, pagers, tabs, laptops, etc., 

should not be used in the competition. 

 

 

FINAL: 

This event is aimed at verdict out the best quiz masters. The individual who 

scores highest point will be the winner. 

 

 

 



                                                5)PUB-G 

Players unknown’s battle ground 

 

 

 

                                             6)HUCKSTER 

Huckstering is a non -technical marketing event for your creative knowledge, it 

encourages the students to develop their marketing skill and to promote the 

products with their innovative ideas. 

GENERAL RULES: 

   Preliminary level – Individuals or   team members can   perform. 

Task will be based on any funny products. 

Round 1 (preliminary) 

The first-round tests the basic knowledge of the participants on company names, 

logos and slogans. A set of 15 questions will be given. The questions are 

categorized into 3: 

 Finding the name of the product for the given slogan. 

 Finding the name of the product for the given logo. 

 Finding the name of the product for the given brand ambassador. 

Rules: 

 A team can have maximum of 5 members. 

 Only 15-20 teams will be short-listed for the next round. 

 Usage of mobiles by the team during the event will lead to elimination. 

Round 2 (Final Round): 

The final round is the enactment round where the participants will be given a 

problematic situation to be enacted and to be concluded with a solution. Based 

on the act the judges will select the winners. 

Rules: 

 5 minutes will be given for preparation and 3 minutes for the 

performance. 

 The performance must be decent with no vulgar act. 

 3 teams will be awarded based on their skills. 

 Participants should bring their own requirements if needed for the act. 

 Judges decision is final. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

                                     7)BOX CRICKET 

Box cricket is a mini version of our beloved cricket. It’s as much fun playing 

cricket in a box as in a stadium. So, show your sportsmanship and team spirit to 

win the game with best possible score and unexpected wins. We are glad to 

invite you to participate in BATTLE OF CORPORATES Box cricket league. 

This your chance to unleash the Dhonis and the Virats inside you, and take your 

company to achieve the Top honours 

 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Maximum of 6 players per team 

2. Limited overs only (depend upon no of teams) 

3. Incase of any issues, committee’s decision will be final 

4. Playing kit will be provided only for the event 

5. Rules and regulations will be instructed just before start of the match 

                         

 

 

 

 

 

                                    

                                             8)TECH WRANGLES 

Description: 

Tech wrangles an event that will be emancipate to all loquacious person to role 

their ideas in front of a panel of judges and audience.  It also acts as platform to 

“unleash once unique style and strategy and off-course content”.  The harder 

and faster insane storm of swag words makes mind blow of it even makes you 

to go crazy 

                                        “Let’s wrangle it up” 

                                                


